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Abstract 

In recent years, investigation in multiferroic materials has attracted 

considerable interest as these materials can simultaneously exhibit ferroelectric and 

magnetic properties. It is expected that the interaction between electric and magnetic 

orders will give rise to novel properties and hence attractive for practical applications. 

BiFeO3 (BFO) is a promising multiferroic material because it possesses 

ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic behaviors at room temperature. However, the 

coupling between the ferroelectric and magnetic behaviors is very small and results 

in limited applications. Therefore, doping is sought after to improve the coupling. It 

has been reported that the solid solution between BFO and another multiferroic 

material BiMnO3 (BMO) can have better electric and magnetic coupling. However, 

the underlying mechanism is not fully understood. Particularly, the relationship 

between the microstructure and the physical properties, which is important for 

complex perovskite oxides, is unclear. Therefore we propose to give a 

comprehensive study on the property-microstructure relationship of BFO-BMO 

solid solution. 

In this project, the solid solution BiFe1-xMnxO3 (BFMO) has been prepared 

by several methods including the rapid liquid-phase sintering technique. The effects 

of Mn doping level on both the microstructures and properties have been examined. 

These include the doping induced variations in lattice parameters, microstructure, 

dielectric properties, ferroelectric properties, magnetic properties, and phase 
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transition temperature, etc. From the results obtained, it is found that single phase 

ceramics could only be obtained in BFMO compound when x�0.4. A structural 

phase transition took place from rhombohedral to tetragonal when the Mn doping 

level was increased to x=0.4. This result was consistence with the Raman analysis. 

The dielectric properties of BFMO were investigated in the frequency range of 10 

Hz to 10 MHz over a broad temperature range. When Mn was doped into the solid 

solution, the dielectric constant was drastically increased and a relaxation peak 

corresponding to a step-decrease in dielectric constant was also observed. The 

relaxation peak was shifted to a higher frequency with increasing Mn concentration. 

The activation energy for the dielectric relaxation was found to decrease from 0.39 

(x=0.1) to 0.29 eV (x=0.4), indicating a Mn-related polaron hopping motion 

Fe3+ and Mn3+ ions. The impedance of grain and grain boundary was resolved by an 

equivalent circuit model. The activation energies for grain and grain boundary 

conductions were similar and could be explained by a constriction model where the 

grain and grain boundary conductions have the same mechanism. Magnetic 

hysteresis loop measurements showed that the magnetization of the solid solution 

increased with increasing amount of Mn substitution. This result was consistent 

with the XPS analysis. Moreover, the microstructures of the ceramic samples were 

studied by electron diffraction. Superlattice structures were observed in Mn doped 

samples, where computer simulation was used to find out possible chemical 

ordering in the structure. 

Different synthesized techniques were used to synthesize BFO and 
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comparisons were made with respect to their physical properties. Single phase BFO 

could only be synthesized by the rapid liquid-phase sintering and wet chemical 

reaction methods. BFO synthesized by the rapid liquid-phase sintering technique 

exhibited the least leakage current and therefore best ferroelectric properties. The 

wet chemical reaction method was effective to obtain stoichiometric and stable 

single phase BFO, which is a reliable method worthy of further investigation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1  Research background 

In 1894, Curie proposed a possible magnetoelectric (ME) effect on a crystal 

according to symmetry considerations [1]. The searching for ME materials started 

mainly in Russia, United Kingdom and France in the 1950’s and 1960’s. However, 

limited progress was made during the past several decades since when ferroelectric 

and ferromagnetic properties coexist in the same material, the coupling between 

them turns out to be rather weak. With the advancement in synthesis technique to 

obtain high quality samples, multiferroic materials have gained rejuvenated interest 

[2-4], especially in materials with an ABO3 perovskite structure. Due to the 

coupling between ferroelectric and ferromagnetic orderings, it is possible to control 

or switch the electric polarization via magnetic field or vice versa. The ME 

coupling in multiferroic materials is expected to give rise to novel properties and 

potential applications. For examples, multiferroic materials can be used in 

multiple-state memory elements where the data are stored in both electric and 

magnetic polarizations, or in novel memory media which allow the writing of a 

ferroelectric data bit by an electric field and the reading of magnetization data 

associated with the change in electric polarization [5]. In addition, the ME coupling 

also allows extra degrees of freedom in the design of novel actuators, transducers, 

and storage devices [6]. Apart from many potential applications, the fundamental 
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physics of multiferroic materials is also rich and fascinating. The mechanism of the 

coupling between the electric and magnetic orders in multiferroic materials is still 

not thoroughly understood. 

In this chapter, we will provide some background information on perovskite 

materials and outline the relationship between the physical (electronic and magnetic) 

properties and their structures. After that, we will give a brief description of the 

theoretical approach to the understanding of the origin of magnetoelectric effect in 

perovskite structure. The remaining part of this chapter is devoted to the description 

of the physical properties of Bi-based perovskites: BiFeO3, BiMnO3, and their solid 

solutions. The effect of cation ordering on the physical properties, such as structural, 

electric, magnetic and magnetoelectric properties, will be discussed in the final part 

of this chapter.  
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1.2  General description of a perovskite structure 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1 Schematic drawing of ABO3 perovskite: (a) simple cubic structure and (b) 

simple cubic structure highlighting the corner linked oxygen octahedra. 

  

Perovskite structure is one of the most common structures in complex oxides. A 

typical perovskite structure has a stoichiometric chemical formula of ABO3, where O is an 

anion (usually oxygen) and A and B are cations. Typically, the A-cation is a larger cation 

with lower valence to form close-packed layer with O2-. The B-cation is typically smaller 

with higher valence state which can be adopted into an oxygen octahedral coordination 

environment. The simplest perovskite structure is a cubic, corresponding to a high 

temperature phase. It is shown in Figure 1.1(a), where the B-cation is at the body centre, 
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A-cation at the corners of the cube, and oxygen at the face centre. Alternatively, the 

structure can be viewed as a 3D network of corner sharing BO6 octahedra as shown in 

Figure 1.1(b) where the A-cation sits in a cube and is surrounded by 12 O atoms. 

The mismatch in ionic radius will easily cause distortions in the perovskite 

structure, which includes the tilting of oxygen octahedra. In 1926, Goldschmidt 

introduced a parameter called tolerance factor t to describe the stability of a perovskite 

structure. This factor is related to the ionic radius and is obtained based on the concept 

of close-packed structure. It is given by [7], 

� �OB

A

rr
rrt
	
	



2

0

                        (1.1)
 

where rA, rB, and rO are the ionic radii of A, B, and O, respectively. 

For an ideal cubic perovskite structure, the tolerance factor t is unity. A stable 

perovskite structure can be obtained when the tolerance factor is within the range of 

0.77~1.05. This factor is particularly useful in the study of the degree of structural 

distortion and the tilting of oxygen octahedra and hence, it is useful in the prediction of 

materials properties. When 0.985 < t < 1.05, there is no structural distortion and no 

octahedral tilting. When 0.965 < t < 0.985, octahedra antiphase tilting is resulted. When 

t < 0.965, antiphase and/or inphase tilting of octahedra occurs [8, 9]. Different tilting 

systems can cause different combinations of superlattice spots in electron diffraction 
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patterns. Detailed discussion can be found in ref. [10]. 

1.3  Ferroelectric and (ferro) magnetic oxides with a 

perovskite structure 

Transition metal oxides with a perovskite structure form a large group of 

compounds with interesting properties. Fundamentally, the d-electron configuration of 

the B-cation appears to play an important role in the physical (ferroelectric and (ferro) 

magnetic) properties.  

1.3.1  Ferroelectric phenomena in perovskite structures 

In a perovskite structure, if the B-cation has an empty d-electron configuration, 

the tendency for the B-cation to form a strong covalent bonding with neighboring 

oxygen ions is large. Hence, the B-cation tends to move away from the centrosymmetric 

position when the temperature goes down below the Curie temperature. The symmetry 

of the structure is thus lowered and an electric dipolar polarization is generated. Taking 

BaTiO3 as an example, which has no 3d electron for a Ti4+ ion, the ferroelectricity is 

induced by the off-center displacement of the Ti4+ ion below the Curie temperature [11].  

1.3.2  Magnetic phenomena in perovskite structures 

On the other hand, the magnetism of ABO3 structure arises from the presence of 

unpaired d electrons of the B-cation. Figure 1.2(a-b) shows the magnetic moment 
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created by an electron through the orbiting and self-spinning. According to the Pauli’s 

exclusion principle, one energy level can be occupied by at most two electrons with 

opposite spins. Therefore, magnetic moments can be generated if there are partially 

filled d-shells.  

            
 

Figure 1.2 (a) Magnetic moment induced by orbiting; (b) Magnetic moment induced 

by electron spin. 

Magnetism can be equated as following: 

       M = χ H                             (1.2) 

μ = 1 + χ                           (1.3) 

where M is magnetization, H is magnetic field strength, χ is magnetic susceptibility, and 

μ is relative permeability [12]. 

Classification of Magnetic Behavior 

In fact, there are many complex arrangements of magnetic ordering. For 

(a) (b) 
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simplicity, only three types of magnetic ordering will be discussed here. They are (1) 

ferromagnetic, (2) antiferromagnetic, and (3) ferrimagnetic ordering, as shown in Figure 

1.3. 

 

Figure 1.3 Three possible arragements of magnetic moment: (a) ferromagnetic, (b) 

antiferromagnetic, and (c) ferrimagnetic states.  

Figure 1.3(a) indicates a ferromagnetic state. The electron spin moments within a 

domain are all pointing to the same direction as the external magnetic field. Hence, all 

the spins sum up to a nonzero value contributing to the localized magnetic moment even 

in the absence of an external magnetic field. The susceptibility of ferromagnetic material 

is therefore much larger than 1 [12]. 

Figure 1.3(b) shows an antiferromagnetic state. The magnetic moments 

associated with adjacent atoms or ions interact with each other in such a manner that 

they cancel each other by antiparallel arrangements. Thus, no net magnetic moment can 

be observed. The magnetic susceptibility of antiferromagnetic material is very small but 

positive [12].  

Figure 1.3(c) shows a ferrimagnetic state. The magnetic moments on adjacent 

(a) (b) (c) 
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atoms or ions are antiparallel, but unequal in magnitude. Therefore, the magnetic 

moments only partially cancel to each other and result in some net magnetization [12].  

1.4  Multiferroic materials and magnetoelectric effect 

Based on the above description it can be seen that, the requirements on the 

d-electron configuration for ferroelectric and ferromagnetic phenomena to occur in 

ABO3 are conflict to each other, i.e., empty d-electron for ferroelectricity and unpaired 

d-electron for ferromagnetism. Hence, it is difficult to achieve ferroelectricity and 

ferromagnetism simultaneously through the manipulation of d-electrons. One of the 

strategies to overcome this difficulty is to introduce the electric polarization by A-site 

cation off-center displacement instead of the B-site one and to introduce the magnetic 

moment by unpaired d-electrons on the B-site cation. For example, the stereochemically 

active 6s2 lone pair electrons of the A-site cation may hybridize with an empty p orbital 

of oxygen to form a localized lobe, causing a structural distortion and ferroelectricity 

may result. Typical examples are BiMnO3, BiFeO3, and some Pb-based perovskite 

oxides that display ferroelectricity in spite of d-shell occupancy. 

In the case of Bi based ions, because of the large orbital radius of the Bi 6s2 lone 

pairs, the crystal structure of bismuth-based perovskite is usually distorted and has a low 

symmetry, producing large spontaneous ferroelectric polarization along certain 

directions. At the same time, B-site transition-metal ions give rise to ferromagnetism or 

ferrimagnetism. If the magnetic and ferroelectric properties are coupled to each other, 
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these materials exhibit intrinsic multiferroic behaviors. The coupling between electric 

and magnetic orders results in the so called magnetoelectric (ME) or 

magnetocapacitance effect. 

Theoretical study about the magnetoelectric coupling 

ME effects include both the linear and non-linear responses to an external 

electric or magnetic field. They can be mathematically expressed in the following forms 

by an expansion of the free energy of a material,  

    F �E��⃗ , H��⃗ � = F0 − PisEi − MisHi − 1
2 ϵ0ϵij EiEj − 1

2 μ0μijHiHj  

 −αij EiHj − 1
2 βijk EiHjHk − ⋯                 (1.3) 

 
 

Pi =  − ∂F
∂Ei =  Pis + ϵ0ϵijEj + αij Hj + 1

2 βijk HjHk + ⋯                (1.4) 

Mi =  − ∂F
∂Hi =  Mis + μ0μijHj + αij Ei + 1

2 βijk EiHj + ⋯                       (1.5) 

where F is the free energy of a material, P is the electric polarization, M is the 

magnetization, E and H are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively. Ps and Ms are 

the spontaneous polarization and magnetization, respectively. ε and μ are the electric and 

magnetic susceptibilities, respectively. α and β are the linear and nonlinear ME 

susceptibilities, respectively [2]. 
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1.5  Bismuth based multiferroic compounds 

1.5.1  Bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3) 

 

Figure 1.4 The hexagonal unit cell of BiFeO3 [13]. 

 
 

Crystal structure 

As a typical example of ME materials, BiFeO3 (BFO) and its structure have been 

well studied [10, 14-21]. Bulk BFO belongs to the R3c space group with a highly 

distorted perovskite structure in rhombohedral symmetry. To gain structural stability, Bi 

and Fe atoms are moved along the pseudocubic <111> direction and O atoms along the 
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equivalent <110> directions. The unit cell is thus elongated with the neighboring oxygen 

octahedra rotated in opposite directions about the <111> axis. Sometimes, BFO can also 

be represented by a hexagonal structure as shown in Figure 1.4. The lattice parameters 

are a=3.96 Å and α=89.4� in the rhombohedral representation [19], or equivalently 

a=5.58 Å and c=13.9Å in the hexagonal representation [19, 20]. Since there are 

antiparallel octahedral tiltings around pseudocubic <111> directions, superlattice 

diffraction spots can be observed in this compound [10]. Moreover, this compound has 

high Curie (TC ≈ 850 �C) and Néel (TN ≈ 370 �C) temperatures [19, 21]. It shows 

ferroelectricity and a G-type antiferromagnetism at room temperature.  

Ferroelectric and Magnetic properties 

The ferroelectricity of BiFeO3 comes from the A-site cation (Bi3+) [22], which 

has 6s2 lone pair and moves away from the centro-symmetric position among 

neighboring oxygen octahedra. Such an off-center displacement will introduce a 

spontaneous polarization in the system. From the first-principles calculation, it has been 

predicted that BiFeO3 has a large spontaneous polarization of 90–100 μC/cm2 for a 

rhombohedral structure with a space group R3c or 150 μC/cm2 for a tetragonal structure 

[23]. The experimentally measured spontaneous polarization is usually significantly 

smaller than the theoretically predicted value for BFO in the bulk form [15, 16]. It is still 

not clear whether this is a result from the intrinsic material’s property or from the 

imperfections in bulk materials.  
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Moreover, BiFeO3 is G-type antiferromagnetic material. Fe3+ ion has five spins 

which are aligned in a half-filled 3d shell. These spins are coupled ferromagnetically in 

the pseudocubic (111) planes and antiferromagnetically between neighboring (111) 

planes. Hence the Fe spins form a G-type antiferromagnetic structure as shown in Figure 

1.5. According to the neutron diffraction result, the magnetic structure of BiFeO3 is 

spatially modulated. It is slightly modified to a cycloidal spiral pattern with a long 

period of 620 Å [24] and with the spiral propagation along the pseudocubic [110] 

direction as shown in Figure 1.6. The inhomogeneous spin structure of BiFeO3 leads to 

the cancellation of the macroscopic magnetization [24, 25].  

 
 

Figure 1.5 The hexagonal structure of BiFeO3 with spiral period. The arrows indicate 

the Fe3+ spin moment direction of the proposed model [24]. 
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Figure 1.6 Neutron diffraction of BiFeO3 [24]. 

 

Magnetoelectric coupling 

Since ferroelectricity in BFO comes from Bi3+ and antiferromagnetism comes 

from Fe3+, the coupling between magnetism and ferroelectricity is expected to be week. 

Popov et al. have showed that the destruction of the cycloidal structure by a high 

magnetic field of ~200 kOe may lead to the onset of a linear magnetoelectric effect [18]. 

Apart from the application of a large magnetic field [14], both chemical doping [26] and 

epitaxial strains in the case of thin films [5] can result in a linear magnetoelectric effect. 

However, for practical application purpose, both the resistivity and magnetization of 

BFO have to be increased. 
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1.5.2  Bismuth manganite (BiMnO3) 

 

 

Figure 1.7 Monoclinic structure of BiMnO3. 

Crystal structure 

Another interesting Bi-based perovskite compound is bismuth manganite 

(BiMnO3). It is also considered as a multiferroic at low temperatures [27]. However, the 

information about BiMnO3 is relatively limited. It is widely accepted that BiMnO3 

crystal has a distorted C2 monoclinic structure, with lattice parameters a = 9.5323 Å, b = 

5.6064 Å, c = 9.8535 Å, and β = 110.667� [28]. It has also be reported to have a 

triclinically distorted perovskite structure with a = c = 3.935 Å (α = γ = 91.4�) and b = 

3.989 Å ( β = 91.0�) [28]. 

BiMnO3 is not stable at atmospheric pressure. Bulk BiMnO3 can only be 

synthesized under high temperature (around 1100K) and high pressure (~3-6 GPa) in 

order to stabilize the highly distorted perovskite structure [29] and it is therefore a quite 
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impenetrable material for research.  

Ferroelectric and ferromagnetic properties  

In contrast to BiFeO3, BiMnO3 is ferromagnetic [30]. The ferromagnetic long 

range ordering below 105 K results from the orbital ordering of the Mn3+ ions (3d4). A 

large magnetization of 3.6 μB/f.u. has been measured in polycrystalline samples, which 

is slightly smaller than that of the fully aligned spin value of 4 μB for Mn3+. The 

magnetic moment of BiMnO3 comes from orbital ordering, where among the six unique 

Mn–O–Mn superexchange pathways, 4 are ferromagnetic and 2 are antiferromagnetic 

[31]. This orbital ordering has been studied by both first-principles calculation and 

experiments [31].  

The ferroelectricity in BiMnO3 is still quite controversial. It is predicted to be a 

ferroelectric since it has a noncentrosymmetric structure which belongs to C2 space 

group and it has 6s2 lone pair electrons [22], which is similar to the situation in BiFeO3. 

It is believed that the monoclinic to orthorhombic phase transition takes place at 773K 

[29], corresponding to the transition from a ferroelectric to a paraelectric phase. 

However, direct measurement on the ferroelectric hysteresis loop of BiMnO3 is 

extremely difficult and the only reported value in the literature gave a very weak 

polarization of 0.043 μC/cm2 at 200 K [32]. Even for samples with higher resistivity [33], 

the ferroelectric hysteresis loop was still unable to be observed at room temperature.  
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Magnetoelectric properties 

Due to the intrinsic coupling between the ferroelectric and ferromagnetic orders 

in BiMnO3, magnetodielectric effect has been observed in bulk samples [29]. Kimura et 

al [29] reported that the dielectric constant of the material changed with the external 

magnetic field. A fairly large negative magnetocapacitance was obtained near the 

ferromagnetic transition temperature TC (105K). The maximum change observed was 

around 0.7% under a very large external field (9T) as shown in Figure 1.8. However, a 

deep understanding on the magnetoelectric coupling mechanism in BiMnO3 is still 

lacking. 

 

Figure 1.8 (a) Magnetizations and (b) field induced change in dielectric constant of 

BiMnO3 as a function of a magnetic field at various temperatures [29].  
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1.6  Bi-based complex perovskite materials (BiFe1-xMnxO3)  

From the above introduction on BFO and BMO perovskite ceramics, it can be 

seen that each of them has superior properties and limitations. BFO exhibits 

ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic properties at room temperature. However, its ME 

effect is very weak. While BMO has a stronger ME effect but only limited to lower 

temperatures. Hence, forming the solid solution between BFO and BMO could provide 

an alternative choice.  

Several literature papers have reported the studies on the solid solution between 

BFO and BMO system [26, 34-42]. Using different synthesis methods, the obtained 

materials could have different structure and different composition range for the 

formation of solid solution. For example, under a high pressure synthesis method, 20-60 

mol% Mn could enter into the lattice of BFO forming a orthorhombic structure and a 

doping of more than 60 mol % Mn could cause the solid solution to have a BMO-type 

monoclinic structure as verified from the XRD patterns shown in Figure 1.9 (a) [39]. 

However, for other methods under normal pressure, it was reported that the maximum 

amount of Mn that can be added into the solid solution is 30 mol% and the synthesized 

material has a BFO-type R3c rhombohedral structure as verified by the XRD patterns 

shown in Figure 1.9(b)[35, 38, 42]. The lattice parameters and unit cell volume decrease 

with increasing amount of Mn. With a small amount of A-site substitution (such as La), 

the maximum amount of Mn that can be added into the solid solution can be increased to 
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50 mol% [34, 36].  

 

Figure 1.9 XRD patterns of BiFe1-xMnxO3 synthesized by (a) a high pressure method 

[39] and (b) a conventional solid state reaction method [35]. 

Magnetoelectric properties  

In the ME study, preliminary results show that Mn doping can enhance magnetic 

properties [26, 34-42]. The enhancement in magnetization can be attributed to the 

suppression of the magnetic spiral spin structure observed in BFO. Sosnowska et al. 

reported that the periodicity of the spin modulation changed from 620 Å to 720 Å after 

the doping of 20 mol % Mn [26].  

There are large variations on the ferroelectric and dielectric properties reported. 

As shown in Figure 1.10 [35, 36, 42], one group reported increased dielectric loss with 

increasing amount of Mn doping [35], while another group showed the opposite trend 

[42]. The lack of consistence and detailed analysis in the dielectric properties of the 
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BFO-BMO solid solution calls for a detailed study on this type of material.  

A positive magnetocapacitance effect has also been found in BiFe0.7Mn0.3O3 

sample as shown in Figure 1.11 and this gives a rare example of the non-trivial 

magnetocapacitance effect at room temperature [38].   

 

Figure 1.10 Dielectric properties of BFMO (x=0.1–0.3): (a) results reported by Sahu et. 

al. [35] and (b) results reported by Kumar et. al.[42]. 
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Figure 1.11 Magnetocapacitance effect of BiFe0.7Mn0.3O3 measured at selected 

temperatures. Dielectric constant in the vertical axis designates the real 

part of complex dielectric permittivity measured at magnetic field H [38]. 

 

Apart from the many investigations in bulk systems, Mn-doped BFO thin film is 

also a hot topic of intensive research, especially after the Tokyo Institute of Technology 

and Fujitsu jointly developed a new generation of non-volatile ferroelectric random 

access memory (FeRAM) based on Mn-doped BFO thin-film capacitors. Such a 

FeRAM has enabled data storage capacity up to 5 times greater than the materials 

currently used in the FeRAM production [41]. It is believed that this material has high 

potential for future applications in the FeRAM field. 
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1.7  Cation ordering in complex perovskite oxides 

Recently, chemical ordering in perovskite ABO3 structure has attracted a lot of 

research interest [43-49] since ordering of the mixed metal A or B-site cations or oxygen 

anion can affect the symmetry of the structure, chemical stability, ferroelectric, dielectric, 

and magnetic responses, which are important materials properties [48, 50, 51]. 

There are several recent papers that have studied the stability, kinetic energy and 

physical properties of cation ordered complex perovskite oxides [52-58]. 

Wongmaneerung et.al. [57] have used Pb[Sc2x/3Fe(1/2-2x/3)][Fe1/6W1/3]O3 complex 

perovskite oxide to study the relationship between the degree of cation ordering and 

saturation magnetization. They denoted [Sc2x/3Fe(1/2-2x/3)] as B’ and [Fe1/6W1/3] as B’’, 

and found that completely B-site ordered ceramics exhibited a saturation magnetization 

that is one order of magnitude higher than that of the disordered structure. Another group 

also found that the magnetic behavior was related to the degree of B-site cation ordering 

[58], where completely disordered samples displayed antiferromagnetism while ordered 

samples displayed ferromagnetic behavior. Besides the magnetic properties, the electric 

properties (such as the dielectric loss) in perovskite oxides are also affected by the 

degree of B-site cation ordering [52-54]. 

First-principles calculation is a useful tool to predict the effects of cation 

ordering on materials properties, such as those in bismuth-based complex perovskite 

materials [43, 59]. It has been proposed and predicted that Bi(Fe0.5Cr0.5)O3 would 
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display an electrical polarization of 80μC/cm2 and a saturation magnetization of 1 

μB/f.u. if Fe3+ and Cr3+ are ordered to form a double perovskite structure [43]. It would 

exhibit ferrimagnetic and ferroelectric properties that are superior to those of any 

known multiferroic materials.  
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1.8  Objectives 

The objectives of the current work are to conduct comprehensive and systematic 

studies on BiFexMn1-xO3 (BFMO) perovskite and to understand the structure-property 

relationship through a combination of experimental techniques. Due to the excellent 

properties of the two end members, BFO and BMO, their solid solution was chosen for 

the present study and BFMO (x=0-0.4) ceramics were synthesized by various methods. 

Detailed investigation on the dielectric, ferroelectric, and magnetic properties was then 

conducted. The microstructure of synthesized BFMO ceramics was studied by X-ray 

diffraction and electron diffraction in order to relate the observed properties to the 

structure of materials.  

 

1.9  Scope of the work 

In Chapter 1, a brief introduction on the multiferroic mechanism in perovskite 

structure is given in the first part of this chapter. It is followed by a review on recent 

available literature papers describing the properties of pure and doped BiFeO3, BiMnO3 

and their solid solutions.  

In Chapter 2, the sample preparation procedures and characterization methods 

are summarized. Particularly, various characterization techniques such as X-ray 

diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscope (SEM), X-ray photoemission 
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spectroscopy (XPS), Raman spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 

and vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM), etc. are briefly introduced. 

Chapter 3 presents the main results obtained from the solid solution of BFMO, 

such as, crystalline phase, microstructure, ferroelectric properties, dielectric properties, 

impedance spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and oxidation states, etc. The results are 

discussed in relation to the processing conditions of BFMO ceramics.  

Chapter 4 presents the preliminary results of BFO prepared by a novel synthesis 

method (wet chemical reaction method). The microstructure and physical properties of 

BFO synthesized by this method are compared with those synthesized by the 

conventional methods as introduced in Chapter 3.  

Chapter 5 summarizes the major findings and conclusions of this work. Future 

work in this research area is also proposed. 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Methods and Procedures 

  
2.1  Introduction  

The present study involves a number of advanced techniques and facilities for the 

characterization of ceramics. They include: 

1. Structural characterizations of ceramics: X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman 

spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM).  

2. Electrical property characterizations: impedance spectroscopy and ferroelectric P-E 

hysteresis loop measurement. 

3. Magnetic property characterization: vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM). 

4. Oxidation state characterization: X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS). 

5. Thermal analysis: differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). 

 

In this chapter, a brief introduction is given to the above techniques that have been 

employed in the present work. 
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2.2  Sample preparations 

In this study, BiFeO3 ceramics have been prepared by a conventional mixed 

oxide solid-state reaction method, a rapid liquid-phase sintering method and a wet 

chemical method, respectively. BiFe1-xMnxO3 (x=0.1-0.4) ceramics were prepared by 

the rapid liquid-phase sintering method.  

The starting raw powders for the solid-state reaction and rapid liquid-phase 

sintering methods are reagent grade metal oxides which include Bi2O3 (99%, 

International Laboratory, USA), Fe2O3 (99.5%, International Laboratory, USA), and 

MnO2 (99.9%, International Laboratory, USA). They were weighted according to the 

stoichiometric compositions of BiFe1-xMnxO3 (x=0.0-0.4). They were then mixed in an 

agate mortar with high-purity ethanol medium and yttrium-stabilized zirconia balls for 

about 16 hours at 300 rpm. After ball milling, the mixed compounds were dried in an 

oven at a temperature of over 100�C for 5 hours. For both the conventional solid-state 

reaction method and the rapid liquid-phase sintering one, the chemical reaction of 

BFMO is listed below, 

1
2 Bi2O3 + (1 − �)

2 Fe2O3 + (�)MnO2 → BiFe1−�Mn� O3 + �
4 O2 

x = 0 -0.4 

 

 

(i) Conventional solid-state reaction method: 
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After drying, the mixed powders were calcined at 650�C for 2 hours. The 

calcined powders were wet ball-milled again in alcohol using zirconia balls for 16 hours. 

After drying, the calcined powders were pressed into pellets by using polyvinyl alcohol 

(PVA, 10 wt %) as a binder. An uniaxial pressure of ~350 MPa was applied to press the 

powder into disk samples with a diameter of 12 mm and a thickness of about 1.5 mm. 

After the burnout of the organic PVA at 650�C for 2 hours with a slow heating and 

cooling rate of 2�C/min, the green samples were sintered at 800-870�C for 2h with a 

heating rate of 3�C/min. The samples were cooled down to room temperature with 

furnace cooling.  

 

(ii) Rapid liquid-phase sintering method: 

Following the same procedures as described in the above solid-state reaction 

method, after the second ball-milling process, the calcined powders were dried and 

pressed into pellets of 12 mm in diameter and 1.5mm in thickness under an uniaxial 

pressure of 350 MPa, with a small amount of distilled water as the binder. The green 

discs were then dehydrated at 100�C for 10h in vacuum. After that, they underwent a 

rapid liquid-phase sintering process where they were sintered at 860�C for 30 min with a 

high heating rate of 100�C/s and a fast quenching rate down to room temperature. 

 

(iii) Wet chemical method 

The heteronuclear complexes, Bi[Fe(CN)6]�nH2O was synthesized at room 

temperature by mixing nitric acid solutions (2 M/L) with an equimolar amount of 
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K3Fe(CN)6 (99+%, International Laboratory, USA) and a stoichiometric amount of 

Bi(NO3)3�5H2O (99+%, International Laboratory, USA). The mixture was kept stirring 

for 2 hours. The resulting precipitates were collected by suction filtration and then 

washed with deionized water before drying in air at 50�C. In order to obtain perovskite 

oxide powders, the complex powders were decomposed at different temperatures for 1 

hour. The decomposed powders were then ground and uniaxially pressed into pellets of 

12 mm in diameter and 1.5mm in thickness under 350 MPa, with a small amount of 

distilled water as the binder. Finally, the green pellets were sintered at 800°C for 1 hour 

with a heating and cooling rate of 10�C/min. 

2.3  Structural characterizations 

2.3.1  X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

The sintered ceramics were ground into powders for the X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

(Bruker D8 Advance) measurements, where Cu-Kα radiation (�=0.154 nm) was used 

and operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. All XRD patterns were recorded under the θ-2θ 

scanning mode with 2θ scanned from 20 to 80º at a step size of 0.04º and 2s per step.  

XRD measurement is a common non-destructive method for characterizing the 

crystal structure of materials. This technique can be used to analyze the phase structure 

presented in the materials and the lattice parameters of samples can be determined from 

XRD spectra. Since each material produces a unique XRD profile, hence, qualitative 

analysis can be conducted by comparing the XRD pattern to a library of known patterns. 
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Figure 2.1 shows the schematic diagram of the working principle of XRD. The X-rays 

diffracted from different crystal lattices interfere with each other and finally produce a 

diffraction maximum that varies with the scattering angle. From the diagram, the 

maximum intensity occurs when the path difference AB+BC equals to �sin2d  and this 

leads to the famous Bragg’s law,  

�� sin2 hkldn 
                 (2.1) 

where n is an integer, λ is the wavelength of X-ray, dhkl is the lattice spacing between 

lattice planes (hkl) and � is the angle between incident beam and (hkl) plane. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of the working principle of XRD. 
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2.3.2  Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

The grain size and uniformity of the synthesized BFMO ceramics were examined 

by scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL 6490). A thin layer of gold film was 

sputtered on the top surface of a sample before examined by SEM. The SEM is 

operated by scanning electron beam across a specimen which enables high resolution 

images of the morphology or topography of a specimen, with great depth of field, at 

very low or very high magnifications to be obtained. Compositional analysis of such a 

specimen can also be obtained by analyzing the X-rays produced by the 

electron-specimen interaction. 

2.3.3  Transmission electron microscope (TEM)  

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a powerful analytical tool in 

materials microstructure characterization, where a beam of electrons is transmitted 

through an ultra thin specimen, interacting with the specimen as it passes through. The 

transmitted or scattered electron signal is greatly magnified by a series of 

electromagnetic lenses. The magnified signal may be observed by electron diffraction, 

conventional imaging (bright-field and/or dark field image), phase-contrast imaging 

such as high resolution TEM, and convergent beam electron diffraction. Electron 

diffraction patterns help to determine the crystallographic structure of a material on a 

fine scale. Amplitude-contrast imaging yields information about the chemistry and 

microstructure of a material and its defects. Phase-contrast or high-resolution (HR) TEM 
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imaging gives information about the microstructure of a material and its defects at 

atomic resolution. The TEM we used is JEOL JEM-2001 with a LaB6 electron source. 

The TEM specimens were prepared by grinding and ion milling successively. First, bulk 

samples were cut into small pieces (3×3 mm2). The small piece of specimen was then 

polished to a thickness of 40 μm by a series of abrasive papers. After polishing, the 

sample was put on a 3-mm-diameter copper supporting grid and thinned further by Ar 

ion milling. Finally the sample can be thinned down to approximately 50 nm which is 

sufficiently transparent to electron beams. 

2.3.4  Micro-Raman 

The Raman spectrometer we used is John-Yvon Horiba HR800 with a blue laser 

beam (wavelength=488nm) as the source for photon excitations. Diameter of focused 

beam can be around 100μm. 

Raman spectroscopy is a non-invasive technique for the identification of 

chemical species based on their vibrational modes. It is based on the Raman effect which 

occurs when laser light is illuminated on the material and scattered. There are three 

kinds of light scattering in a Raman experiment, i.e., Stokes (longer wavelength), 

Rayleigh and anti-Stokes scattering, as shown in Figure 2.2. A Raman spectrum is 

generally composed of several sharp peaks, which are related to the vibrational 

frequencies. These frequencies can be, in principle, calculated. But in complex 

molecules, this would be very difficult as various peaks may merge to form complex 
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bands. By analyzing the vibrational frequencies, each of the chemical bonds in 

molecules can be identified. These frequencies depend on the masses of atoms in these 

molecules and on the force constants of inter atomic bonds. These frequencies also 

depend on the geometrical arrangement of atoms in these molecules. Analysis of the 

frequency shifts in the spectrum reveals the characteristic vibration frequencies of the 

atoms and hence the chemical composition and structure of the material.  

 

Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of three kinds of light scattering. 

2.3.5  X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS) 

In order to identify the composition and the valence state of elements in the 

samples, the samples were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). A 

monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6eV) X-ray source accompanied with a neutralization gun 

was used. Correction for the energy shift due to charging effects was made by assuming 

the C 1s line from adventitious carbon to be at the binding energy of 285.0 eV.  
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XPS is based on the analysis of electrons escaped from the sample surface (up to 

3 nm in depth) by irradiating X-ray beams on the surface. Through the interaction of an 

X-ray photon with an inner-shell electron of an atom, the energy of the photon can be 

transferred to the electron and cause the electron to escape from the surface of sample if 

the energy transferred is large enough. Figure 2.3 shows this photoemission process. An 

electron at a given electronic level is characterized by its binding energy (Eb) which can 

be directly determined by using the energy conservation law, 

                   �� = ℎ� − �� − φ                           (2.2) 

where hν is known as the incident photon energy, φ is the work function of a sample, Ek 

is the measurable kinetic energy of the emitted electron. 

XPS spectrum shows the peaks that are directly related to the electronic structure 

of atoms. The peaks are indexed like the electronic levels from where the photoelectrons 

are coming. Since each element has a unique binding energy, the XPS spectrum can be 

used to gives quantitative information on elemental composition of a sample and the 

chemical state. 

 

Figure 2.3 Working principle of a photoemission process. 
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2.3.6  Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)    

DSC (Netzch STA 449C, Jupiter) was used for the thermal analysis. About 10 

mg of powder sample was put into a sample crucible with an empty crucible as the 

reference. The heating rate was 10�C/min and temperature ranged from 25 to 1000�C. In 

the DSC measurement, the signal was derived from the differential heat supplied to the 

sample and reference in order to keep the temperature of the two to increase at the same 

rate. The result was a thermal curve showing the temperature dependent heat capacity of 

the material, its melting point and phase transition point, etc.  

2.4  Electrical and magnetic characterizations 

2.4.1  Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) 

The magnetic properties of the samples were measured by a vibrating sample 

magnetometer (VSM, LakeShore 7407). Figure 2.4 shows the schematic diagram of a 

VSM system. It can be used for low temperature measurements down to 4.2 K by using 

liquid helium cryostat (model 74018). In the measurement, the sample was vibrated with 

a sinusoidal motion between the poles of an electromagnet. When a known external field 

H is applied to the vibrating sample with frequency (�), the change of magnetic flux in 

the sample induces a voltage in the pickup coils according to the Faraday’s law,  

V =  −N dΦ
dt = −NA dB

dt = −NAμ0 d
dt  (H + M)                   (2.3) 
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where Φ=BA is the flux passing through the coils, A is the area of coils, N is the number 

of coils, V is the induction voltage, B is the magnetic field of the sample, μ0 is the 

vacuum permeability, M=χH is the magnetization, and χ is the magnetic susceptibility of 

the sample.  

By using a reference sample to calibrate VSM, the output voltage can be directly 

converted into absolute value of the magnetic moment of the sample.  

 

Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram of VSM. 

2.4.2  Polarization-electric field (P-E) hysteresis loop 

Ferroelectric hysteresis loops of the ceramics were measured by a modified 

Sawyer-Tower circuit. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.5, which includes a 

function generator (HP 8116A), a voltage amplifier (Trek 609D-6) and a digital 

oscilloscope (HP 5465A). The applied ac electric field was under a frequency of 100 Hz. 
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In the measurement circuit, the reference capacitance was about 1000 times larger than 

the sample capacitance, which ensured almost the full application of electric voltage 

across the sample. By measuring the voltage across the reference capacitor, the amount 

of polarization charge and the polarization of the sample can be calculated by, 

 Q = V(ref )C(ref )                         (2.5) 

P = Q
A                                 (2.6) 

where V(ref) is the voltage across the reference capacitor, C(ref) is the capacitance of the 

reference capacitor, A is the area of electrode on the sample, and Q and P are the 

polarization charge and the electric polarization of the sample, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.5 Experimental setup for the P-E hysteresis loop measurement. 
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2.4.3  Dielectric measurements 

The temperature and frequency dependence of the dielectric properties of the 

ceramic samples, including the relative permittivity (εr) and dielectric loss (tanδ), were 

measured by a broadband dielectric spectrometer (Novocontrol Aplha-analyzer, 

Germany). The measuring frequency was varied from 10 Hz to 10 MHz. The 

temperature of the sample was controlled by a Lakeshore 331 Temperature Controller 

and was varied from -100 to 100�C. The data were automatically collected every 10�C.  

Before dielectric measurements, the disc samples were polished into 0.7 mm in 

thickness. Gold electrodes were then sputtered onto the top and bottom surfaces of the 

cylinder shaped ceramic samples for 4 minutes for each surface, using a sputter coater 

(Edwards Coating System). The same method was also applied to the preparation of 

electrodes for P-E hysteresis loop measurement.  

The relative permittivity was calculated from the sample capacitance using 

� =  εr ε0�
� , where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity (8.8510-12 F/m), C is the measured 

sample capacitance, d is the thickness of sample and A is the area of electrode.  
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Chapter 3 

Structural and Physical Properties of  

BiFe1-xMnxO3  
3.1  Introduction  

In this Chapter, the results on various structural and physical properties of 

BFMO ceramics are presented and discussed. Firstly, the crystalline structure of the 

BFMO solid solution was studied. Main focus was laid on ceramic samples synthesized 

by solid-state reaction and rapid liquid-phase sintering methods. Secondly, the 

microstructure of sintered ceramic samples was investigated by SEM and TEM. Thirdly, 

physical properties such as the dielectric, ferroelectric, and magnetic properties were 

analyzed. Finally, the lattice vibration modes of the samples and the valence states of 

some elements were studied. 
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3.2  Crystalline structure 

XRD was used to study the phase information of sintered ceramic samples. The 

XRD patterns of BFO ceramics synthesized by the conventional solid-state reaction 

method at different temperatures are shown in Figure 3.1. Similar to previous studies [60, 

61], it was hard to obtain high purity BFO by the conventional solid-state reaction 

method. As can be seen from the XRD patterns, major secondary phases such as 

Bi2Fe4O9 and Bi12(Bi0.5Fe0.5)O19.5, still remained in the sintered samples. These 

secondary phases could not be removed even after several intermittent grindings and 

calcinations before the sample was finally sintered. Generally, more secondary phases 

would be generated at higher sintering temperatures, while the ceramics were difficult to 

sinter at lower sintering temperatures. The results imply that the temperature window for 

stable BFO is quite narrow.  
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Figure 3.1 XRD patterns of BiFeO3 ceramic synthesized by conventional solid-state 

reaction method at different sintering temperatures. 

 

In order to obtain single phase BFO and its solid solution with BMO, the rapid 

liquid-phase sintering method was tried. This was because that the sintering time was 

short enough during the rapid liquid-phase sintering process to reduce the loss of Bi2O3 

and the cooling rate was high enough to freeze the metastable single phase before it was 

decomposed [15, 61]. The XRD patterns of BFMO synthesized by this method are 

shown in Figure 3.2. No obvious secondary phases can be identified. All the diffraction 

peaks can be indexed according to a hexagonal structure (R3c). As the content of Mn is 

increased, a noticeable change in lattice parameters can be observed. This suggests that 

Mn ions may have entered into the lattice of BFO to form a solid solution with it. Figure 

3.2 (c) shows the enlarged XRD patterns around the 2θ of 32°. Two diffraction peaks 
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(104) and (110) are clearly separated in pure BFO. With increasing Mn content, these 

two peaks gradually merge into a single one and, at the same time, they shift accordingly. 

Similar changes can also be observed in (006), (202), (018), (214), (116) and (122) 

diffraction peaks as shown in Figure 3.2 (b). Moreover, several diffraction peaks such as 

(012) and (024) are broadened with increasing Mn content as shown in Figure 3.2 (d). 

This can be explained by anisotropic strains developed in the BFO lattice as Mn content 

is increased [26]. The ceramic has a tendency to reduce its rhombohedral distortion and 

to transform into a non-rhombohedral (tetragonal) structure with increasing Mn content.  

The lattice parameters of a hexagonal structure can be calculated by, 

1
d2 = 4

3�h2 (h2+hk+k2)+ 1
�h2 l2                      (3.1) 

where d is the spacing between neighboring (hkl) planes, and ah and ch are the lattice 

parameters in the hexagonal structure. 

Sometimes, it is more convenient to use a rhombohedral unit cell. The lattice 

parameters of a hexagonal structure can be converted into those of a rhombohedral one 

by the following equations, 

�r = 1
3 �3�h2 + (�h

2 )2 and sin αr
2 = 3

2�3+( �h2� h )2          (3.2) 

where ar and αr are the lattice parameters in the rhombohedral structure. 

The lattice parameters of BFMO were calculated by assuming a rhombohedral 
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structure for BFMO with x=0–0.3 and a tetragonal structure for x=0.4. The composition 

dependence of the lattice parameters are summarized in Table 3. 1 and Figure 3.3. The 

lattice parameters are found to decrease with increasing x and so does the unit cell 

volume, which agrees well with other reported work [26, 35]. Based on the present 

results and Raman spectrum (shown later in section 3.8), the substitution of high spin 

Mn3+ (d4) is expected to cause additional octahedral deformation in a structure which 

already contains highly deformed FeO6 octahedra [62] since Mn3+ is a Jahn-Teller active 

ion to cause local Jahn-Teller distortions [63, 64]. 
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Figure 3.2 XRD patterns of BFMO (x=0–0.4) bulk ceramics synthesized by rapid 

liquid-phase sintering at 860�C for 30 min with 2� ranged from (a) 20 to 80�, 

(b) 20 to 27�, (c) 30 to 33� and (d) 35 to 45�. 
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Table 3. 1 Composition dependence of the lattice parameters of BFMO (x =0–0.4). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Composition dependence of the lattice parameters of BFMO (x=0–0.4). 
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3.3  Microstructure analysis by SEM 

Figure 3.4 (a) – (d) show the SEM images of the surface morphologies of BFMO 

ceramics (x=0–0.4) which were prepared by rapid liquid-phase sintering technique. It 

can be seen that BFO has a large amount of porosities and exhibits an abnormal grain 

structure, similar to those reported for BFO ceramics prepared by other researchers 

[65-67]. However, for Mn doped BFO samples, a normal grain growth can be found and 

well defined grains and grain boundaries can be clearly seen. It is believed that the 

addition of Mn suppresses the formation of liquid phase during the sintering process, 

although a small amount of liquid phase can still be found around the grain boundaries. 

The average grain size of BFMO (x=0.1 and 0.2) is around 1.5 to 2 �m, while that of 

BFMO (x=0.3 and 0.4) increases to 2 to 3.5 �m. It seems that the doping of Mn 

promotes the grain growth.  
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Figure 3.4 SEM micrographs of BFMO sintered at 860�C by rapid liquid-phase 

sintering: (a) x=0; (b) x=0.1; (c) x=0.2; (d) x=0.3 and (e) x=0.4. 
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3.4  Ferroelectric properties  

3.4.1  P-E loop measurement 

Figure 3.5 shows the room temperature ferroelectric P-E hysteresis loops of BFO 

ceramics which were synthesized by solid-state reaction and rapid liquid-phase sintering, 

respectively. For the sample synthesized by the solid-state reaction with a slow heating 

and cooling rate as described in Chapter 2, a very slim polarization with Pmax around 3.5 

μC/cm2 (even under a very high E-field of 150 kV/cm) can be observed. In contrast, the 

samples synthesized by the rapid liquid-phase sintering show quite different ferroelectric 

properties as shown in Figure 3.5 (b) and (c). For the sample sintered with a heating rate 

of 40�C/min, an antiferroelectric-like hysteresis loop can be observed, which is related 

to the aging effect of ferroelectric ceramics [68-71]. For the sample sintered with a 

heating rate of 100�C/s, a much higher remnant polarization Pr and saturation 

polarization Pmax of 7.5 and 15 μC/cm2, respectively, can be observed.  

From the above results, it is clear that the ferroelectric properties of BFO are 

very sensitive to the synthesis conditions. Although all BFMO (x=0.1–0.4) ceramic 

samples were synthesized by the rapid liquid-phase sintering method, they exhibited a 

high leakage current that made it impossible to measure the P-E hysteresis loop. The 

reason for this high leakage current is due to the electric conduction arising from polaron 

hopping motion and will be discussed in section 3.6. 
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Figure 3.5 Room temperature P-E hysteresis loops of BFO ceramics synthesized by 

different methods: (a) conventional solid-state reaction, (b) rapid 

liquid-phase sintering with a heating rate of 40�C/min, and (c) rapid liquid 

phase sintering with a heating rate of 100�C/s. 

 

3.4.2  Transition temperature 

The phase transition temperature can be determined by DSC measurements. 

Figure 3.6 shows the DSC curves of BFO ceramic powders and two peaks can be 

observed. The endothermic peak at 835�C corresponds to the Curie temperature (TC) and 

the exothermic peak at 372�C is the Neel temperature (TN), both of which agree well 
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observed to decrease with increasing Mn concentration as shown in Figure 3.7. TC of the 

BFMO system decreased from 835�C for BFO to 625�C for BFMO (x=0.4). The 

decrease in TC shows clearly a linear dependence on the concentration of Mn as 

illustrated in Figure 3.9. This indicates that Mn has entered into the BFO lattice and a 

solid solution has been formed between BFO and BMO. The decrease in TN also exhibits 

a linear dependence on the concentration of Mn as illustrated in Figure 3.9. For BFMO 

(x=0.4), the signal corresponding to TN is too weak to be identified from the DSC curves. 

This may be due to the small enthalpy change associated with magnetic transition in Mn 

doped samples. Hence the thermal spectra cannot display a sharp thermal transition at 

TN. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Figure 3.6 DSC curves during the heating of BFO powders in the temperature range 

of (a) 300–420�C and (b) 650–890�C. 
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Figure 3.7 DSC curves during the heating of BFMO powders with different Mn 

content above 500�C: (a) x=0.1; (b) x=0.2; (c) x=0.3; and (d) x=0.4. 

 
 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 3.8 DSC curves during the heating of BFMO powders with different Mn 

content below 500�C: (a) x=0.1; (b) x=0.2; and (c) x=0.3. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.9 Curie and Neel temperatures as a function of the concentration (x) of Mn in 

BFMO system. 
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3.5  TEM analysis  

The microstructure of BFMO (x=0–0.4) ceramics synthesized by the rapid 

liquid-phase sintering was characterized by TEM including the selected area diffraction 

patterns (SADP) and high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). For 

simplicity in the indexing of SADP, crystalline BFMO was represented by its parent 

pseudo-cubic perovskite structure. In the analysis of the SADPs, the diffraction planes 

were indexed according to a series of R (the distance between the central spot and the 

other diffraction spots) and � values (the angle between lines joining the central spot to 

each diffraction spot). The d-spacing between a set of parallel planes can be calculated 

by the basic formula, Rd=Lλ where Lλ is the camera constant (10.4 Åcm-1 in the present 

study).  

SADPs of pure BFO ceramics recorded along [110]p, [1-10]p, [111]p and [100]p 

(suffix p refers to the pseudo-cubic structure) zone axes are shown in Figure 3.10 (a – d) , 

respectively. ½<111> superlattice reflections can be found in the SADP along [110]p 

zone axis [as circled in Figure 3.10 (a)], while they are absent along [1-10]p zone axis 

[Figure 3.10(b)]. These superlattice reflections arise from the antiphase rotations of FeO6 

octahedra in the perovskite structure since these oxygen octahedra are corner linked 

throughout the lattice and form a relatively rigid framework. The titling of one 

octahedron around the principle axis will cause the antiparallel titling of all the 

neighboring octahedra lying in the same plane perpendicular to that axis. This doubles 

the unit cell and results in superlattice reflections. To confirm this, the software CaRIne 
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Crystallography 3.1 was used to simulate the diffraction patterns in different zone axes, 

which are shown in Figure 3.11 It can be seen that the <110>-type zone axes are no 

longer equivalent. If the zone axis is [110]p, the ½<111> superlattice reflections can be 

observed. When the zone axis is [1-10]p which is perpendicular to the axis of antiphase 

octahedral rotation, the ½<111> superlattice reflections cannot be observed. The same 

have been observed and discussed in details for other materials with the rhombohedral 

symmetry [10, 72, 73].  
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Figure 3.10 SADPs of BFO along different zone axes: (a) [110]p, (b) [1-10]p, (c) [111]p 

and (d) [100]p. Superlattice reflections arising from antiphase tilting are 

circled. 
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Figure 3.11 Diffraction patterns of BFO along different zone axes simulated by 

CaRIne Crystallography 3.1: (a) [110]p, (b) [1-10]p, (c) [111]p, and (d) 

[100]p. The structural parameters of BFO used in the simulation were from 

Sosnowska et al.[74].  
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The characteristic SADPs along [110]p, [111]p and [100]p zone axes of BFMO 

(x=0.1–0.4) ceramics synthesized by rapid liquid-phase sintering are illustrated in Figure 

3.12 – 14. From Figure 3.12, the ½<111> superlattice reflections which are associated 

with the antiphase rotations of FeO6 octahedra can be clearly observed in samples with 

x=0.1–0.3 but absent for x=0.4. This implies that the unit-cell doubling induced by the 

antiphase octahedral rotation is gradually destroyed by the addition of Mn. It is 

interesting to note that BFMO (x=0.1) and BFO have the same diffraction patterns in all 

the zone axes taken. This indicates that the doping of 10 mol% Mn did not change the 

structural symmetry of BFO. However, when 20 mol% Mn was doped, extra diffraction 

spots appeared as shown in Figure 3.13(b) and Figure 3.14(b). For BFMO (x=0.3 and 

0.4), a 4-fold periodicity along the [01-1]p-type direction can be found in the SADPs 

along [111]p and [100]p zone axes as shown in Figure 3.13(c-d) – 14(c-d). Besides, the 

diffraction patterns of BFMO (x=0.4) are quite different from that of BFMO 

(x=0.1–0.3). 
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Figure 3.12 SADPs along [110]p zone axis of BFMO: (a) x=0.1, (b) x=0.2, (c) x=0.3, 

and (d) x=0.4. ½<111> superlattice reflections associated with antiphase 

tilting are circled. Extra diffraction spots are arrowed. 
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Figure 3.13 SADPs along [111]p zone axis of BFMO: (a) x=0.1, (b) x=0.2, (c) x=0.3, 

and (d) x=0.4. Superlattice reflections are arrowed. 
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Figure 3.14 SADPs along [100]p zone axis of BFMO: (a) x=0.1, (b) x=0.2, (c) x=0.3, 

and (d) x=0.4. Superlattice reflections are arrowed. 
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To understand the SADPs seen from the BFMO (x=0.4) sample, a structural 

model was proposed. We assume that there are two sets of periodic sequence: one is the 

fundamental diffraction spots corresponding to the pseudocubic structure with ap=3.96 Å 

and the other is the ¼<111>-type superlattice spots with 4ap=15.84 Å in the pseudocubic 

structure. The reciprocal lattice of this structure is reconstructed and shown in Figure 

3.15 based on the electron diffraction patterns. In real space, the ideal structure model is 

shown in Figure 3.16. In this model, a supercell of 4ap4ap4ap is constructed with Mn 

ions forming a body-centered cubic lattice. Such an ordered structure cannot be found in 

pure BFO sample and its simulated diffraction patterns along [111]p and [100]p zone 

axes (as shown in Figure 3.17) are similar to those observed experimentally. In should 

be noted that such ¼<111>-type superlattice reflections may also be resulted from the 

ordering of oxygen vacancies as observed in pure BMO [75, 76], which can only be 

observed after prolonged irradiation of electron beams. While in our sample, those 

superlattice spots appeared at the first time when we looked at the sample. Moreover, as 

later shown by the XPS spectra, the concentration of Fe2+ did not vary with the Mn 

doping level, the oxygen vacancy concentration does not vary too much with Mn and 

hence the sudden appearance ¼<111>-type superlattice reflections in BFMO (x=0.4) 

sample may not arise from the ordering of oxygen vacancy. There are also other 

possibilities that can generate the ¼<111> superlattice reflections, such as the twinning 

and antiphase boundaries. However, our preliminary HRTEM pictures shown in Figure 

3.18 cannot tell such intrinsic defects inside the grains. The EDX point analysis was 

performed on grains and grain boundaries and no significant variation in the 
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concentration of Mn and Fe ions can be detected. Therefore, intrinsic defects such as the 

twinning and antiphase boundaries are unlikely be the cause of ¼<111> superlattice 

reflections. However, detailed investigation in the microstructure is still required for a 

clearer understanding of the superstructure. Such investigation may have to use a 

combination of techniques including clearer HRTEM pictures and simulations, EELS 

analysis on composition and valence, EDX analysis on composition, and SADP and 

simulations, etc., that are taken from samples with different processing conditions 

(including annealing in different atmospheres). 

 

 
 

Figure 3.15 Part of the reciprocal lattice reconstructed from the diffraction pattern of 

BFMO (x=0.4). 
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Figure 3.16 The idealized structural model for BFMO (x=0.4) with B site cation 

ordering in real space. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.17 Diffraction patterns of the ideal model simulated by CaRIne 

Crystallography 3.1 along zone axes (a) [111]p and (d) [100]p, respectively. 
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Figure 3.18 HRTEM image of BFMO: (a) x=0.1, (b) x=0.2, (c) x=0.3, and (d) x=0.4. 

(Inset) Fast Fourier transformtion (FFT) and SADPs of the corrosponding 

HRTEM image. 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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3.6  Dielectric measurement 

To study the dielectric properties of the synthesized ceramics, temperature and 

frequency dependent dielectric measurements were conducted. The relative dielectric 

permittivity can be expressed in a complex form,  

εr(ω) =  εr′ (ω) − iεr′′ (ω)                       (3.3) 

where εr′ (ω) and εr′′ (ω) are the real and imaginary parts of the relative dielectric 

permittivity, respectively. The dielectric loss (tanδ ) is given by 

tanδ = εr′′
εr′

                                    (3.4) 

Figure 3.19 shows the temperature dependence of the real part of the complex 

dielectric permittivity (ε’) and dielectric loss tangent (tanδ) in BFMO (x=0–0.4) under 

different measuring frequencies. Figure 3.19(a) shows that with the increase of 

temperature, there is a gradual increase in ε’ and tanδ of pure BFO ceramic. At room 

temperature and at 1 kHz, for pure BFO, the dielectric constant and loss tangent are 

about 70 and 0.07, respectively, similar to those reported [16]. Both ε’ and tanδ decrease 

with increasing frequencies because the dipoles are unable to follow the alternating of 

applied field under high frequency. The weak frequency and temperature dependent 

shows that the contribution to the dielectric properties is dominated by the 

electrons/domains rather than by the dipoles of the charge defects [16]. 
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Figure 3.19 Dielectric properties of BFMO ceramics: (i) relative dielectric permittivity 

ε’ and (ii) dielectric loss tan� with different concentrations of Mn: (a) x=0, 

(b) x=0.1, (c) x=0.2, (d) x=0.3, and (e) x=0.4. 

 
 

In BFMO (x=0.1–0.4), which was doped with Mn, a giant dielectric constant can 

be observed (as shown in Figure 3.19). It can be seen that all Mn-doped BFO ceramics 

exhibit a large dielectric relaxation response below or around room temperature. With 

increasing temperatures, ε’ (T) displays a step-like increase to a giant value of about 105 

at low frequency in Mn-doped BFO ceramics. A Debye-like relaxation peak 

corresponding to the step-like increase in dielectric constant ε’(T) can be clearly 

Fi 3 19 Di l t i ti f BFMO i (i) l ti di l t i itti it
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observed. Corresponding to the step-like increase in ε’(T) is a peak in dielectric loss 

tangent (tanδ) and the peak position shifts to higher temperatures as the measuring 

frequency increases. Figure 3.20 (a) – (b) illustrate the frequency dependence of the 

relative dielectric permittivity (ε’) and dielectric loss tangent (tanδ) for BFMO 

(x=0.1–0.4) ceramics measured at room temperature. All the ceramics display a 

decreasing trend in ε’ with increasing frequency from 10Hz to 10 MHz. Moreover, with 

increasing amount of Mn doping, the dielectric constant increases and the dielectric 

relaxation becomes more significant. The peak of loss tangent (tan δ) which corresponds 

to the dielectric relaxation shifts to higher frequencies with increasing amount of Mn 

doping. Hence the dielectric properties of the ceramics are strongly dependent on the Mn 

doping level.  

As reported, the leakage current in BFO is dominated by Poole-Frenkel emission 

[77]. In pure BFO, the conduction mainly comes from the oxygen vacancies rather than 

from Fe2+ ions [77]. However, the conduction mechanism in doped sample becomes 

complicated. In order to understand the physical nature of the dielectric relaxation 

observed in Figure 3.19, the following Arrhenius equation was used to fit the relaxation 

frequency (corresponding to the peak in dielectric loss spectra) with the corresponding 

temperature, 

                      )/e x p (0 kTEff a�
                       (3.5) 

where f0 is a pre-exponential coefficient, Ea is the activation energy of conduction or the 
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ionization energy of a Poole-Frenkel trap, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the 

absolute temperature. 

The calculated activation energies are summarized in Figure 3.21, where Ea=0.39, 

0.37, 0.31 and 0.29 eV for BFMO (x=0.1–0.4) ceramics, respectively. These values are 

far less than the reported activation energy for the migration of oxygen vacancy in 

perovskite oxides (0.9-1.4eV) [78]. However, these Ea values are comparable with the 

activation energy of 0.290 eV for the dielectric relaxation in LuFe2O4 which is due to a 

two-site polaron hopping process accompanied by the charge transfer between Fe2+ and 

Fe3+ [79]. Moreover, with increasing doping concentration, the activation energy was 

decreased. This implies that the conduction mechanism of the samples is related to the 

addition of Mn. The doping of Mn may introduce the hoping motion between Fe3+ and 

Mn3+. Based on first principles calculation, due to the strong hybridization between 

Fe/Mn 3d and O 2p orbitals, the Fe3+-O2+-Mn3+ superexchange interaction should be 

considered and it is responsible for the magnetic properties observed in BFMO [37, 80].   
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Figure 3.20 Frequency dependent dielectric properties of BFMO ceramic with different 

concentration (x=0–0.4) measured at room temperature: (a) relative 

dielectric constant ε’(T) and (b) dielectric loss tan�. 
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Figure 3.21 Arrhenius fitting on the activation energy (Ea) of BFMO (x=0.1-0.4). 

 

Impedance analysis (Cole-Cole plot): 

In order to study the impedance properties based on the microstructure of BFMO 

(x=0.1–0.4) ceramics, the equivalent circuit analysis was applied by using the Cole-Cole 

plot or Nyquist diagram (Z” versus Z’, where Z’ and Z” are the real and imaginary parts 

of the impedance, respectively). Such a plot allows the differentiation of the contribution 

from the grain and/or grain boundary in the samples. When the impedance data are 
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plotted in the Cole-Cole plot, a semi-circle can be displayed which corresponds to a 

particular physics mechanism involved in the sample. In theory, the displayed semicircle 

is equivalent to a microstructure formed by parallel conducting and capacitive 

components of the samples. In the equivalent circuit model, each semicircle can be 

considered as the combination of a capacitor and a resistor. In most of the cases, the 

Cole-Cole plot may contain more than one semicircle. It can be considered as a series of 

combinations of capacitor and resistor as represented by Figure 3.22, one representing 

the grain effect and the other the grain boundary effect. Let (Rg, Cg) and (Rgb, Cgb) be the 

resistances and capacitances of grains and grain boundaries, respectively, the complex 

impedance Z* for the equivalent circuit in Figure 3.22 can be represented by, 

            Z∗ = Zg + Zgb                                                        (3.6) 

      Zg = 1
1

R g +iωCg
= Rg

1+�ωRg Cg �2 − i ωRg2Cg
1+�ωRg Cg �2                               (3.7) 

   Zgb = 1
1

R gb +iωCgb
= Rgb

1+(ωRgb Cgb )2 − i ωRgb2 Cgb
1+(ωRgb Cgb )2                      (3.8) 

      Z∗ = 1
1

R g +iωCg
+ 1

1
R gb +iωCgb

= Z′ − iZ"                                 (3.9) 

where 

  Z′ =   Rg
1+�ωRg Cg �2 + Rgb

1+�ωRgb Cgb �2                                      (3.10) 
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 Z" =  Rg ! ωRg Cg
1+�ωRg Cg �2# + Rgb ! ωRgb Cgb

1+�ωRgb Cgb �2#                    (3.11) 

Based on the above equations, the angular frequencies at the maxima of the semicircles 

corresponding to grains and grain boundaries are ωg = 1
Rg Cg  and  ωgb = 1

Rgb Cgb , 

respectively. 

In general, we attribute the first semicircle (higher frequency response) to the 

grain or bulk effect and the second one (lower frequency response) to the grain boundary 

effect, because the peak frequency for grains is usually much higher than that for grain 

boundaries due to their large difference in the values of capacitance and resistance. If 

there is a third semicircle, it would normally be considered as the electrode contribution. 

The intercept of each semicircle on the real axis can be evaluated as the resistance of the 

equivalent circuit. In fact, sometimes the curve plotted cannot be simply represented by 

ideal resistors and capacitors since the curves are not exactly semicircles. Hence, 

constant phase element (CPE) is usually put into the circuit to describe the non-ideal 

capacitor which causes the depressed semicircle. CPE can be described by a complex 

impedance of Z = 1
(iωC)α , where C is the ideal capacitance and α is an empirical constant 

(between 0 and 1) that is directly related to the depression (flatness) of the semicircle. 

α=1 represents an ideal capacitor (C) in parallel with a resistor (R) and the relaxation 

behavior resembles an ideal Debye system, exhibiting a perfect semicircle. When α<1, 

the CPE element can be considered as a capacitor, but with a constant phase angle that is 

less than 90° at all frequencies. Such a capacitor, when placed in parallel with a resistor, 
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forms a depressed semicircle in the Cole-Cole plot. 

Figure 3.23 shows the Cole-Cole plot for BFMO (x=0.1–0.4) in a frequency range 

of 10 Hz to 10 MHz at 293 K. Two semicircular arcs can be seen which arise from the 

contributions of the grain/bulk and grain boundary. The experimental data were fitted the 

WINFIT program provided by NOVOCONTROL and an equivalent circuit was 

obtained by a least-mean-square fitting routine. It was found that all the semicircles 

exhibit a certain degree of depression. But α is close to 1 for all the samples, which 

implies that it is close to Debye-like behavior. The resistances of grains (Rg) and grain 

boundaries (Rgb) were evaluated from the intercept of the corresponding arcs with the 

real axis as shown in Figure 3.23. The Cole-Cle plot reveals a relatively large grain 

boundary contribution to the total resistance with increasing Mn doping.  

 

Figure 3.22 A representative Cole-Cole plot. The inset shows the equivalent circuit 

with two sub-circuits. The first and second circuits correspond to grain and 

grain boundary effect, respectively. 
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Figure 3.23 Cole-Cole plots for BFMO at 293 K in the frequency range of 10 Hz to 10 

MHz: (a) x=0.1, (b) x=0.2, (c) x=0.3, and (d) x=0.4. Symbols are 

experimental data points, while the semicircular arcs are the fitted curves. 

 

Figure 3.24 shows the Arrhenius plots of the bulk and grain boundary resistances 

evaluated from the Cole-Cole plots against the reciprocal of temperature for Mn doped 

ceramics. It can be seen that all the data obey the Arrhenius law )/exp(0 kTERR a�
 , 

where R is the bulk/grain boundary resistances, R0 is a pre-exponential coefficient, Ea is 

the activation energy of conduction or the ionization energy of a Poole-Frenkel trap, k is 
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Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature. The activation energies 

obtained for the grain and grain boundary conduction are between 0.25 and 0.39 eV. 

Since the activation energies for grain and grain boundary are similar, the conduction in 

the grain and grain boundary regions could be dominated by the same mechanism. 

Hence it is not appropriate to explain the conduction behavior in BFMO by the 

brick-layer model where the activation energy for grain boundary is larger than that for 

grain. The conduction mechanism in BFMO can be explained by the so-called 

constriction resistance model where the grain boundary region is considered to be the 

same as bulk but with a smaller cross-sectional area due to the development of necking 

between grains [81-83]. Hence the activation energy for the grain-boundary response is 

nearly the same as that for the grain. 

The activation energies obtained from the Cole-Cole plots are consistence with 

those obtained from the dielectric spectrum as shown in Figure 3.21. They also show the 

same decreasing trend with increasing amount of Mn doping. The decreased resistivity 

for the grain and/or grain boundary with increasing amount of Mn doping is a result of 

the reduced energy barrier for conduction. 
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Figure 3.24 Arrhenius fit for the grain and grain boundary resistances of BFMO versus 

reciprocal of temperature: (a) x=0.1, (b) x=0.2, (c) x=0.3, and (d) x=0.4. 

Symbols are experimental data points, while the straight lines are best-fitted 

lines according to Arrhenius law. 
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3.7  Magnetic properties 

VSM was employed to investigate the magnetic properties of BFMO (x=0–0.4) 

ceramics. Figure 3.25 shows magnetic hysteresis loop of BFO ceramic which was 

synthesized by the conventional solid state reaction method, exhibiting a ferromagnetic 

behavior. The ferromagnetic properties could have been induced by Fe-related impurity 

clusters in the sample, which has been detected by XRD and has been mentioned in 

section 3.2. The existence of large amount of Fe2+ has also been confirmed in XPS 

spectrum and will be discussed in section 3.9. Hence this ferromagnetic behavior is not 

intrinsic in BFO. 
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Figure 3.25 Magnetization versus magnetic field (M-H) curve of BFO ceramics which 

were synthesized by the conventional solid-state reaction method.  

Figure 3.26 (a) – (e) show the magnetization hysteresis (M-H) loops of BFMO 

(x=0–0.4) ceramics measured at room temperature and 78K, respectively. The remnant 
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magnetization (Mr) against composition is summarized in Figure 3.27. BFO sample 

exhibits a Mr that is close to zero both at 78 and 300K, reflecting a typical canted 

antiferromagnetic behavior with a space modulated spin structure. It is noticed that as 

the temperature is decreased from room temperature to 78 K, the magnetization 

decreases slightly, in accordance with the well-known temperature dependent 

magnetization of antiferromagnetics [12, 84]. Figure 3.27 clearly shows that the intrinsic 

antiferromagnetic BFO becomes weak ferromagnetic with a small but nonzero remnant 

magnetization (Mr) when Mn is doped. The Mr value in BFMO (x=0.1) is around 

0.00114 emu/g. Further increase in Mn concentration results in the increase of the 

remnant magnetization to 0.00159, 0.00449, and 0.00674 emu/g for BFMO (x=0.2, 0.3, 

and 0.4), respectively, at 78K. The gradually increase in remnant magnetization with 

increasing Mn doping level is due to the suppressed magnetic spin structure by Mn 

doping. As reported by Sosnowska et al.[26], Mn doping resulted in a transition of 

magnetic ordering, from the long-range spiral spin G-type antiferromagnetic ordering 

(BFO) to a collinear G-type antiferromagnetic one with spins along c axis. Such a 

suppression of the spiral spin structure is presumably responsible for enhanced 

macroscopic magnetization. Moreover, for BFMO (x=0.4), the remnant magnetization is 

enhanced greatly. As confirmed by our first principles calculation [80], the increased 

magnetization comes from the Fe-O-Mn antiferromagnetic superexchange interactions, 

rather than the antiferromagnetic superexchange interactions of Fe-O-Fe and Mn-O-Mn, 

which basically cancel the magnetization of BFMO system. The addition of Mn has 

frustrated the antiferromagnetic ordering of BFO and results in macroscopic 
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magnetization. 

     

     

   
 
Figure 3.26 Magnetization versus magnetic field (M-H) curve of BFMO ceramics (a) 

x=0, (b) x=0.1, (c) x=0.2, (d) x=0.3, and (d) x=0.4 at room temperature and 

78K, respectively. (inset) Enlarged M-H curve near the zero field region. 
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Figure 3.27 Remnant magnetization (Mr) as a function of concentration (x) in BFMO 

ceramics measured at room temperature and 78 K, respectively. 

 

3.8  Raman analysis 

Raman scattering spectroscopy is an effective tool to study the local structure of 

materials. Due to its high sensitivity to atomic vibrations, Raman spectroscopy is very 

helpful in the study of vibration modes of BFMO. 

Base on group theory, there are 13 Raman active modes (4A1+9E) for BFO, 

which has the distorted perovskite rhombohedral (R3c) structure [85]. All of these 

modes exist in the frequency range below 700 cm-1 and hence the current study is 

focused on this range. Figure 3.28 shows the Raman spectrum of pure BFO. The 

measured spectrum was fitted by decomposing the curve into each individual Raman 

active components with a Lorentz-type curve.  
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Figure 3.28 Raman spectrum of pure BFO measured at room temperature. The grey 

circular points are the experimental data. The red line is the fitting curve 

and the green ones are the individual Raman active mode with 

Lorentz-type curve. 

The obtained Raman peak positions are compared with those reported in Table 3. 

2. The reported data were either from single crystal BFO measured at low temperatures 

[86, 87] or from polycrystalline BFO measured at room temperature [88, 89]. The 

Raman modes obtained from our BFO sample match closely to the data reported, where 

the E modes are located at around 70, 99, 261, 288, 320, 352, 468, 528 and 588 cm-1 and 

the A1 modes are located at around 137, 170 and 218 cm-1, respectively. The A1-4 mode 
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was too weak to be detected. In fact, Raman signals in polycrystalline ceramics are 

relatively weak when measured at room temperature. Therefore the observable Raman 

modes at room temperature are comparatively less than that in single crystal measured at 

a lower temperature. Moreover, there are slight differences in the Raman peak positions 

among various reported values since different synthesis conditions may affect the 

oxygen stoichiometry and result in different vibration frequencies involving oxygen 

bonding. 

 

Table 3. 2 Comparison among the peak positions in Raman spectrum obtained from 

our BFO sample and those from literatures [86-89]. 
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The Raman spectra of BFMO (x=0.0–0.4) are shown in Figure 3.29. The Raman 

peak positions are summarized in Table 3. 2 and plotted as a function of composition as 

shown in Figure 3.30. Actually, a clear assignment of every Raman mode to a specific 

bond motion is still lacking. Recently, Hermet et al. [90] and Tutuncu el al. [91] 

attempted to give bond assignment to the active Raman modes based on first principles 

calculation. Hermet et al. [90] reported that Bi atoms participate in modes above 262 

cm−1. Fe atoms are mainly involved in modes between 152 and 261 cm−1 but also 

contribute to some higher frequencies. Tutuncu el al. [91] assigned four Raman modes 

with the specific bond contribution, i.e., 164 cm−1 mainly from the atomic vibrations of 

Fe-O and Bi-O, 316cm−1 mainly from the Fe-O bond with larger amplitude for the 

oxygen atoms, and 288 and 514 cm−1 from atomic vibrations in the oxygen planes.  

As shown in Figure 3.29, the A1-1 mode is broadened and shifted to higher 

frequencies in Mn doped samples. The A1-1 mode is attributed to Bi-O vibrations. Its 

mode frequency (f) is dependent on local factors, such as the force constant (k), ionic 

mass (m) of the doping element, and specific bond length between the atoms, etc. (i.e. 

$ ∝ � k
m ∝ 1

bond  length  between  the  atoms ). Hence the Raman shift is inversely 

proportional to bond length. The shift of A1-1 mode to higher frequencies is consistent 

with our XRD study which shows a gradual decrease in the lattice parameter with 

increasing Mn doping level. The relative intensity of A1-2 mode at 169.99 cm−1 is 

greatly reduced in Mn doped samples. This phenomenon is also reported in 5 mol % Mn 

doped BFO thin films [63]. The A1-2 mode is related to the Fe-O bond and partially to 
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the Bi-O bond. Due to the strong hybridization between the Fe/Mn 3d orbitals and O 2p 

orbitals, the Fe-O-Fe chain in BFO sample was broken by Mn doping and thus resulted 

in the disappearance of A1-2 mode. Moreover, the E-4, E-7, E-8 and E-9 modes all 

shifted gradually to higher frequencies with increasing Mn content. These modes mainly 

come from the oxygen plane vibrations and hence are related to the structural 

transformations observed in Mn doped samples. 

Furthermore, there is a sharp change in the spectrum of BFMO (x=0.4) as 

compared to that of BFO. Two strong and wide bands appear at around 524 and 616 

cm−1. These two modes have also been reported in Mn doped BFO films [63] and in 

LaMnO3 [92]. They are related to Mn3+-induced strong Jahn-Teller octahedra distortion 

[93]. Hence, the strong Jahn-Teller octahedra distortion resulted from the Jahn-Teller 

active Mn ion is considered to be the origin of the observed Raman peaks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.29 Raman spectra of BFMO (x=0–0.4) with individual Lorentz component 

fitting. 
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Table 3. 3 Summary of Raman modes obtained from the fitting of Raman spectrum 

of BFMO (x=0–0.4). 

 

Figure 3.30 Raman shift of each mode as a function of Mn concentration (x). 
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3.9  Cationic stoichiometry 

In order to identify the composition of the synthesized ceramics, EDX was 

conducted and the results were analyzed. The compositions ratio of BFMO (x = 0-0.4) 

samples were calculated by contrasting the atomic percentage of the Bi, Fe, Mn elements, 

these results are summarized in Table 3.4, it give a result of nearly equi-atomic ratio of 

Bi and (Fe +Mn) in all the samples with an acceptable errors. Actually, the composition 

ratio of the elements also can be calculated from XPS spectra; however we need to 

known a reference sensitivity factor from the spectrometer. In our case, we did not scan 

the reference material to get these parameters, we cannot compare the different elements 

concentration from the spectra. But XPS spectra still can help us to identify the different 

valence of the same element (Fe or Mn), since they are based on the same strong peak 

which is obey the same sensitivity factor, and deduce the same background, so the 

concentration ratio of each valence states, related to the area under the each 

corresponding valence peak curve, can be found. 
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BFMO (x) 

Atomic %  Atomic ratio 

Bi Fe Mn Bi : (Fe + Mn) 

x=0 16.32±0.33 16.17±0.24 0 1.01 ±0.03: 1 

x=0.1 16.45±0.38 14.70±0.21 1.59±0.08 1.01 ±0.01: (0.90 + 0.10) 

x=0.2 17.10±0.48 13.80±0.40 3.38±0.05 1 ±0.05: ( 0.80 + 0.20) 

x=0.3 16.77±0.47 12.05±0.31 4.96±0.16 0.99 ±0.03: (0.71 + 0.29) 

x=0.4 16.74±0.15 10.48±0.19 6.73±0.11 0.98±0.02 : (0.61 + 0.39) 

Table 3. 4 Summary of atomic percentage and composition ratio of BFMO 

(x=0–0.4). 

 
3.10 Valence state 

In order to identify the valence state of Fe and Mn ions in the synthesized 

ceramics, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was conducted on the samples and the 

results were analyzed. Figure 3.31 shows the XPS spectra of BFO samples, which were 

synthesized by the solid state reaction and rapid liquid-phase sintering methods, 

respectively. It is known that the binding energies of Fe2+ and Fe3+ are slightly different, 

and can be differentiated from the XPS spectra [94]. The measured Fe 2p3/2 peak can be 

deconvoluted into two peaks, corresponding to the Fe2+ and Fe3+ states, respectively. 

The binding energies for Fe3+ state is 711eV and that for Fe2+ is 709.5eV [94]. The 

coexistence of Fe3+ and Fe2+ states in both samples can be confirmed by curve fitting. It 

is found that the concentration ratio of Fe2+ to Fe3+ is higher in the sample synthesized 
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by solid state reaction method than the one synthesized by rapid liquid-phase sintering 

method. For BFO synthesized by the rapid liquid-phase sintering method, the majority 

of Fe ions are in a valence state of +3. This explains the better ferroelectricity observed 

in samples synthesized by the rapid liquid-phase sintering method. The existence of Fe2+ 

may introduce oxygen vacancies for charge compensation and thus results in large 

leakage current to prevent the ferroelectric hysteresis loop from being observed. 

 

Figure 3.31 XPS spectra for Fe 2p in BFO samples synthesized by (a) solid-state reaction 

and (b) rapid liquid-phase sintering. The blue curve is the fitting curve for 

Fe2+ and the pink curve is the fitting curve for Fe3+.  

The Fe 2p lines of BFMO (x=0–0.4) samples are shown in Figure 3.32. Through 

curve fitting, by comparing the area under each peak, it can be found that the ratio of 

Fe3+ to Fe2+ is almost independent of Mn concentration and is quite similar to that of 

BFO. Hence, it can be concluded that the existence of Fe2+ may arise from intrinsic 

oxygen vacancies. Figure 3.33 shows Mn 2p3/2 spectrum in Mn doped BFO. The curves 
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were also deconvoluted into peaks corresponding to Mn4+, Mn3+ and Mn2+ states with 

the binding energy of 642.75, 641.66 and 641 eV, respectively [95, 96]. For Mn doped 

BFO, the valence state for the majority of Mn ions is +3. While for BFMO (x=0.4), a 

tiny amount of Mn ions in +2 and +4 states can be detected.  

From the above results, it can be seen that, in BFMO, the majority of Fe and Mn 

ions is in +3 states. The existence of Fe2+ state is intrinsic (due to oxygen vacancies) and 

independent of Mn concentration. This supports the previous discussion on the 

conduction mechanism of BFMO that it is dominated by the hopping conduction along 

Fe3+-O2+-Mn3+ chain. 
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Figure 3.32 XPS spectra for Fe 2p in BFMO samples with (a) x = 0.1; (b) x = 0.2; x = 0.3; 

and (d) x = 0.4. 
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 Figure 3.33 XPS spectra for Mn 2p in BFMO samples with (a) x = 0.1; (b) x = 0.2; x = 

0.3; and (d) x = 0.4. 
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3.11  Summary 

In this chapter, we have given a comprehensive study on single phase BFMO 

(x=0–0.4) synthesized by the solid state reaction and rapid liquid-phase sintering 

techniques. The results showed that the doping of Mn promoted the normal grain growth 

and developed a superlattice structure. The superlattice structure was carefully studied 

by electron diffraction with the help of computer simulation. Ferroelectric, dielectric and 

magnetic properties of the BFMO system were also studied and the results were 

analyzed in combination with the results obtained from Raman and XPS. The 

conduction mechanism in BFMO is found to be dominated by the hopping through the 

Fe3+-O2+-Mn3+ chain. The activation energy slightly decreased with increasing amount 

of Mn doping. Moreover, the activation energies for grain and grain boundary 

conductions were nearly the same, supporting the constriction resistance model for grain 

boundary. The magnetization of BFMO was increased with increasing amount of Mn 

doping. This was resulted from the destruction of the spiral spin structure by doping of 

Mn ions. 
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Chapter 4 

Preliminary Results of  

Novel Synthesized Method 
4.1  Introduction 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the physical properties of BFO are very 

sensitivity to the synthesis conditions because BFO is in a metastable phase and can be 

easily decomposed to form secondary phases during sintering or calcination procedures. 

To further study the effect of processing conditions on the physical properties, a novel 

synthesis method (wet chemical reaction) will be adopted and the results will be 

presented and discussed in this chapter. 

This chapter will start with the investigation on crystallization and phase 

stability of BFO synthesized by the wet chemical reaction method. Preliminary results of 

BFO will then be discussed and compared with those of BFO synthesized by other 

methods as shown in Chapter 3. 
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4.2  Crystalline study 

Figure 4.1 shows the XRD patterns of the complex powders (which was 

synthesized by the wet chemical method as described in Chapter 2) calcined at different 

temperatures. The XRD pattern of the synthesized complex powders before calcination 

is also shown and it agrees well with that of Bi[Fe(CN)6]•nH2O, showing a hexagonal 

structure (space group: P63/m). It can be found that single perovskite phase BFO can be 

obtained at a calcination temperature of 700�C or above. As discussed previously, BFO 

is metastable and will be decomposed into secondary phases, such as Bi2Fe4O9 and/or 

Bi12(Bi0.5Fe0.5)O19.5, after high temperature treatment. Moreover, Bi2O3 is volatile under 

a high temperature. Hence it is hard to obtain stoichiometric BFO though either the 

conventional solid-state reaction and/or the rapid liquid-phase sintering techniques. By 

using the wet chemical reaction method, single phase BFO was easily obtained and was 

stable even after the calcination at 900�C, much more stable than BFO synthesized by 

the other two methods as described in Chapter 2. The lattice parameters are summarized 

in Table 4.1, which agree well with the results obtained from samples synthesized by 

rapid liquid-phase sintering method as shown in section 3.2. It can be seen that the unit 

cell volume decreases with increasing calcination temperatures at above 700�C. This 

volume constriction may be related to the core-shell structure developed, which will be 

discussed below. The surface stress from the shell causes the observed volume 

constriction and stabilizes the structure.  
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Figure 4.1 XRD diffraction patterns of BFO powders synthesized by chemical 

reaction method. 

 

Table 4.1 Lattice parameters of BFO calcined at different temperatures. 

 

It has been reported that BFO is metastable and has a narrow processing window. 

High temperature treatment will cause the decomposition of metastable BFO to form 

secondary phases [97, 98]. However, the BFO synthesized by the wet chemical method 
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is stable up to a temperature as high as 900�C. This high stability can be explained by 

the compressive stress developed on the surface of BFO particles since it has been 

reported that the compressive stress can enhance the stability of BFO [99]. According to 

the XPS results below (section 4.5), the surface of BFO particles was composed of a 

large amount of Fe2+ ions. Correspondingly, a large amount of oxygen vacancies were 

formed for charge compensation. Therefore, the coordination number for Fe and Bi ions 

was reduced. Similar to a model proposed in nanosized ferroelectric particles [100], the 

reduced coordination number resulted in the chemical bond contraction and an 

equivalent compressive stress was developed in the BFO particles. Such a compressive 

stress would stabilize the structure of BFO. This model was also consistent with the 

XRD study, showing a decreased unit cell volume for BFO synthesized by the wet 

chemical method as compared to that for BFO synthesized by the solid state reaction and 

the rapid liquid-phase sintering methods. 

The morphologies of BFO powders calcined at different temperatures were shown 

in Figure 4.2. The size of the particles is around 100-400 nm. 
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Figure 4.2 TEM pictures of BFO powders calcined at (a) 600�C, (b) 700�C, and (c) 

900�C. 

 

The BFO powders synthesized by the wet chemical method are not only stable in 

phase, but also stable in composition. Stoichiometric BFO can be synthesized even if the 

starting composition ratio is Bi(NO3)3�5H2O:K3Fe(CN)6=1:2, which is 
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non-stoichiometric. As proved by the XRD patterns in Figure 4.3, after the calcination at 

700�C for 1 hour, the final product is still a single phase BFO. This shows that the extra 

amount of Fe ions in K3Fe(CN)6 did not react with the Bi ions in Bi(NO3)3�5H2O to form 

the complex powder. Therefore, the composition of BFO can be precisely controlled by 

this wet chemical reaction method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 XRD diffraction patterns of BFO synthesized by the wet chemical reaction 

method with a starting composition ratio of 

Bi(NO3)3�5H2O:K3Fe(CN)6=1:2. 

 
 
 

  

ure 4.3 XRD diffraction patterns of BFO synthesized by the wet chemical 
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4.3  Ferroelectric and dielectric properties 

BFO synthesized by the wet chemical method exhibited a high leakage current 

and the ferroelectric P-E hysteresis loop could not be measured. This high leakage 

current resulted from the high concentration of Fe2+, which was confirmed by XPS result 

as shown in Figure 4.7. As compared to the samples synthesized by the solid-state 

reaction and liquid-phase sintering methods, BFO synthesized by the chemical method 

shows higher leakage current which depends strongly on the concentration of Fe2+ and 

oxygen vacancies formed. 

The dielectric properties of BFO synthesized by the wet chemical method are 

shown in Figure 4.4. Two relaxations, one in a low temperature region and the other in a 

high temperature one, can be clearly observed. The activation energies associated with 

these relaxations are 0.39 and 0.61 eV, respectively as deduced from the Arrhenius plot ( 

Figure 4.5) where ln(f) is plotted against 1000/T. The activation energy of 0.39 

eV is related to the typical hopping motion between Fe2+ and Fe3+, where the existence 

of Fe2+ has been confirmed by the XPS spectra (to be shown in section 4.5). The 

activation energy of 0.61 eV is related to the thermal activation of oxygen vacancies. It 

is the existence of large amount of Fe2+ and oxygen vacancies that results in the leaky 

BFO ceramics. 
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Figure 4.4 Dielectric properties of BFO ceramics synthesized by the wet chemical 

reaction method: (a) relative dielectric permittivity ε’ and (b) dielectric loss 

tan�. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Arrhenius plot of the two relaxations in BFO synthesized by the wet 

chemical reaction method: (a) low temperature relaxation and (b) high 

temperature relaxation. 
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4.4 Magnetic properties 

Figure 4.6 shows the magnetic hysteresis loop of BFO synthesized by the wet 

chemical reaction method. A ferromagnetic behavior can be observed. This 

ferromagnetic behavior should not be the intrinsic property of BFO since it has been 

reported that BFO is G-type antiferromagnetic [24]. The ferromagnetic property might 

be induced by Fe2+ in the sample [101-103]. This is similar to the ferromagnetic 

behavior found in BFO synthesized by the solid state reaction method (as discussed in 

Chapter 3), which contains a large amount of Fe2+ to induce ferromagnetic property of 

BFO. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Magnetization versus magnetic field (M-H) curve of BFO ceramic 

synthesized by the wet chemical reaction method and measured at room 

temperature. (Inset) Enlarged M-H curve near the zero field region. 
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4.5  Valence state 

Figure 4.7 shows the XPS spectrum (Fe 2p line) of BFO synthesized by the wet 

chemical reaction method. The measured Fe 2p3/2 peak which is located at around 710eV 

can be regarded as the superposition of two peaks corresponding to Fe2+ and Fe3+ states, 

respectively [94]. The coexistence of both Fe3+ and Fe2+ states can be confirmed in the 

sample. Moreover, it is found that the wet chemical reaction method introduces more 

Fe2+ than the solid state reaction and rapid liquid-phase sintering methods do. The 

existence of Fe2+ causes the formation of oxygen vacancies for charge compensation. 

The large amount of Fe2+ and associated oxygen vacancies will bring about significant 

different physical properties as compared to BFO synthesized by others methods. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 Figure 4.7 XPS spectrum of Fe 2p in BFO synthesized by wet chemical reaction 

method. 
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4.6  Summary 

In this chapter, the preliminary results of BFO synthesized by a novel method 

(wet chemical reaction) are shown. The experimental results demonstrated that BFO 

synthesized by the wet chemical reaction method was highly stable up to an annealing 

temperature of 900�C. The synthesized BFO also had a stoichiometric composition 

which was insensitive to the starting Bi/Fe ratio before synthesis. Two types of dielectric 

relaxations were observed in BFO ceramics. The calculated activation energies were 

0.39 and 0.61 eV, which were related to the hopping motion of Fe2+-O-Fe3+ and the 

migration of oxygen vacancies, respectively. A large amount of Fe2+ states was found to 

exist in the sample and this was the reason that a ferromagnetic-like hysteresis loop was 

observed in BFO synthesized by the wet chemical method. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Suggestions  

for Future Work 
5.1  Conclusion 

We have systematically investigated multiferroic perovskite BFMO (x=0–0.4) 

ceramics synthesized by various methods and particularly by the rapid liquid-phase 

sintering technique. Their phase, structure, dielectric and magnetic properties were 

studied. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows. 

XRD results showed a structural phase transition from hexagonal to tetragonal in 

BFMO when x=0.4. Superlattice structure was observed in the electron diffraction 

patterns. The ¼<111>-type superlattice spots observed in BFMO when x≥0.2 might 

arise from the cation ordering while the possibility for oxygen vacancy ordering could 

be excluded. The dielectric properties were dependent on the Mn doping level and a 

strong dielectric relaxation was found in Mn doped BFO samples, which was absent in 

pure BFO. The relaxation frequencies shifted to higher frequencies with increasing Mn 

content. The relaxation could be well described by the Arrhenius law and the activation 

energy decreased from 0.39 (x=0.1) to 0.29 eV (x=0.4), which implied that the relaxation 

mechanism was related to the Mn-dependent hopping motion between Fe3+ and Mn3+ 

ions. Cole-Cole plot was used to analyze the effect of grain and grain boundary based on 

the equivalent circuit model. The activation energies for grain and grain boundary 
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conduction were nearly the same and this could be well explained by the constriction 

resistance model. The doping of Mn also resulted in the increase of magnetization which 

was due to the suppression of the spiral spin structure by Mn doping. The XPS results 

indicated that the main valence states for Fe and Mn are +3. A small amount of Fe2+ also 

existed, but it was independent of the doping level of Mn. Mixed valence states of Mn 

occurred in BFMO (x=0.4). Raman spectra suggested that there were structural 

distortions in Mn doped samples and Mn3+ induced a strong Jahn-Teller octahedral 

distortion especially in BFMO (x=0.4).  

Among the various synthesis techniques used in this study, single phase BFO 

ceramics could only be synthesized by the rapid liquid-phase sintering and wet chemical 

reaction methods. The samples synthesized by the rapid liquid-phase sintering exhibited 

the least leakage current. The difference in leakage current could be due to the difference 

in the concentration of Fe2+ and associated oxygen vacancies. The wet chemical reaction 

method proved to be an effective technique to obtain stable and stoichiometric single 

phase BFO. The stability of BFO particle was related to the compressive stress 

developed on the particles surface which resulted from the chemical bond contraction.  

5.2 Suggestions for future work 

The current work has studied the structural and physical properties of perovskite 

BFMO (x=0–0.4) ceramics. However, several issues remain unresolved and need to be 

further studied. Below are some suggestions for further investigation and can be 
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regarded as an extension of the present work. 

Searching appropriate annealing conditions under different atmosphere (N2 or O2) 

can further help understand the dominate effect for the giant dielectric permittivity 

observed since several other factors (interface effect, grain size effect and so on) may 

also contribute the permittivity of BFMO. The detailed mechanism for the giant 

dielectric permittivity needs to be further studied.  

In the current work, a novel wet chemical reaction method has been tried to 

synthesize BFO nano powders. It is an effective method to obtain stoichiometric and 

stable single phase BFO. Due to time constraint, only a few preliminary results were 

obtained from BFO synthesized by this method. A comprehensive work needs to be 

conducted to further explore this novel synthesis method. Future work will be performed 

to answer the following questions: (1) Why is the synthesized BFO stable up to 900�C? 

(2) What is the detailed microstructure? and (3) Can this wet chemical reaction method 

be extended to the synthesis of doped BFO ceramics, such as BFMO?  
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